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1. Introduction

Olga Vaysman in her PhD thesis (Vaysman 2008: 104–126), among other phenomena of various languages, describes vowel harmony (VH) in a dialect of Khanty, which “differs from dialects of Khanty that were previously described in some detail” (Vaysman 2008: 104). As she adds, “the dialect is not unlike Northwestern dialects in that it has a reduced vowel inventory compared to Eastern dialects, a reduced consonant inventory, and loss of some case markings (but not as drastic a loss as in northern dialects that are reported to have only three cases), but it shows vowel harmony that is present in Eastern dialects (though different in details), but is missing in Northwestern dialects” (Vaysman 2008: 104).

1 On page 1, it is stated that „Submitted [...] February 2009”, but on page 3, it is stated that „Submitted on October 22, 2008”. As a consequence, some sources refer to it as Vaysman 2008, while others as Vaysman 2009.
Vaysman’s dissertation has received attention in the literature on theoretical phonology, and her Khanty data are also referred to (e.g. van der Hulst 2018: 178–179, Ozburn 2019: 21). Still, despite that her study documents a previously undescribed variant of Khanty, it has not stirred the interest of specialists on Khanty. In addition, although the dialectal distribution of Khanty is relatively well documented, and a discovery of an unknown dialect must be considered sensational, it seems that Vaysman herself has never published anything else on the dialect.

Vaysman’s statements on the geographical and dialectological position of the analyzed variant are not easily reconcilable with each other – this group of problems are discussed in Section 2. Section 3, compares the lexicon documented by Vaysman to the lexicon of previously documented dialects. Section 4 is a conclusion based on the results. Due to limitations of space, testimony of phonology and morphology will be discussed in a subsequent paper.

2. The position of the dialect

Vaysman’s statements on the position of the dialect can be divided into three groups. Section 2.1 discusses dialect labeling. Section 2.2 addresses the geographical localisation of the dialect, while Section 2.3 considers statements concerning the speech community. Section 2.4 explores position types the given dialect can occupy.

2.1. Dialect labeling

Vaysman calls the dialect Southwestern Khanty (SWKh). This term does not occur anywhere else in the literature, and it sounds awkward from the perspective of the traditional division of Khanty dialects (see Figure 1). Two traditional classifications exist, a binary and a trinary one, but they are basically the same. According to one, the two main dialect groups are eastern and western. Eastern ones are spoken east of the confluence of the rivers Irtysh and Ob, all others are western, belonging to two subgroups: northern dialects down the River Ob and southern dialects up the River Irtysh. The trinary division differs from the binary one in that it does not consider northern and southern dialects as more closely related to each other than to the eastern dialects. In any case, the Khanty dialects form a dialect continuum along the
River Ob (cf. Honti 1984: 13–15, Sipos 2013, Csepregi 2014 etc.), and neighbouring dialects are usually quite close to each other, even when they are classified as belonging to different dialect groups.² In fact, the southernmost dialects classified here as northern ones (the Sherkaly and Nizyamy dialects and dialects close to – the south of – it: Atlym, Keushki) and the westernmost dialects classified as eastern here (Salym) are sometimes classified as southern or transitional dialects (e.g. Abondolo 1998: 358–359). The classification here follows Sipos (2008: 271) and Honti (1982: 118).

Figure 1. Classification of Khanty dialects.

² The situation is even more complicated as different dialects were documented at different times, and the place and time of documentation is a subject of mere chance sometimes (see Csepregi 2014: especially 19–21).
As a consequence, labeling a Khanty dialect as *southwestern* is quite ambiguous. Most probably, it means simply a southern (i.e. the southern group of western) dialect. This explanation can be confirmed as Vaysman (2008: 104) uses the terms *northern* and *northwestern* as synonyms. She also states that SWKh has vowel, consonant and case inventories smaller than eastern ones, but bigger than northern ones: this is also true for southern dialects. She claims that SWKh has VH, but different from VH in eastern dialects, which is also true for southern dialects (cf. Vétes 1977). As Southern Khanty is considered to be extinct, finding Southern Khanty speakers at the beginning of the 21st century would be a sensation.

Another interpretation of the term *southwestern* could be that the given dialect is spoken to the West of Southern Khanty territory. Traditionally, this is the Southern Mansi territory; if Khanty is spoken there, it must be the result of migration. In this case, speakers could arrive from any other place, and the localisation of the speech community can say nothing about the position of their variant among the Khanty dialects.

Vaysman gets dialects mixed up. A work referred to as Paasonen (1965) and as a source on northern dialects is missing from the list of references. It can be identified as (Véttes 1965), and even in its title it mentions the Konda (southern) and the Yugan (eastern) dialects. Vaysman refers to Steinitz (Štejnic 1937) as Schteinitz [!] (1937) and Zhivotikov (Životikov 1942) as sources on Southern Khanty. Steinitz (Štejnic 1937: 199) explicitly states that the standard he describes is based on the Kazym dialect, which is undoubtedly a northern dialect. Zhivotikov describes the treated Middle Ob dialect as a transitional one, with northern morphology but southern phonology (Životikov 1942: 8–9). Additionally, Vaysman refers to Katz (1975 – also missing from the list of references), containing the analysis of both northern and eastern dialects, as a source on eastern dialects. Only descriptions by Honti (Xonti 1993) and Abondolo (1998), which are also mentioned as a source on Eastern Khanty but missing from the list of references, are really on Eastern Khanty, if they are identified correctly.
2.2. Geographical localisation

Vaysman (2008: 104) quite explicitly provides the place where SWKh is spoken: “The dialect I am describing here is spoken near Krasnojarsk (Russia).” This statement rather offers confusion than help.

The city of Krasnoyarsk, the center of Krasnoyarsk Krai, is the third largest city in Siberia with more than a million inhabitants. Its name probably sounds familiar even to many foreigners who are not competent in Russian geography. However, it is about 1000 kms from the nearest known Khanty settlements. Although it is conceivable that some groups of Khanty migrated such a distance, the city is rather to the east-southeast, and not the southwest of the Khanty territory. This contradiction is not reconciled in any way by Vaysman. In addition, *near* is a vague term, and it can mean either 10 or 200 kms (or, especially in Siberia, even more).

Another possibility must be considered as well. Karjalainen (1964: 65–99) gives a grammatical sketch of a settlement named Krasnojarsk (*Jurten von Krasnojarsk*, that is *Красноярские юрты* in contemporary Russian), situated on the River Konda in the Southern Khanty territory. Its location is perfectly compatible with the term *southwestern*, but there are several reasons why we can hardly identify Vaysman’s “Krasnojarsk” with that of Karjalainen. Firstly, Krasnoyarsk mentioned by Karjalainen is a tiny settlement, surely less known even among the habitants of Khanty-Mansi Autonomous Okrug; thus, it cannot be simply referred to as “Krasnojarsk (Russia)”, speaking about Khanty, especially without a reference to Karjalainen. In addition, it was renamed *Altaysky selsoviet* (*Алтайский сельсовет*) in 1959, and *Altayskaya territoriya* (*Алтайская территория*) in 1997 (Bakulin 2000). The settlement is mentioned as *Krasny Yar* (*Красный Яр*) by Moiseev (2019: 26, 36–42). It would be strange to refer to a settlement with a name which has been out of use for more than half a century.

2.3. Community

It must be clear that the geographical location of SWKh does not necessarily correlate with its linguistic position among other dialects; thus, it can be assumed that the researched Khanty group has resettled relatively lately. Furthermore, Vaysman (2008: 104) explicitly states:
“most of the Ostyaks in the community report that their ancestors came from other communities in the beginning of the 20th century, [...] but were not sure where their families lived before the move”. She also adds: “[t]wo of the speakers interviewed were third-generation migrants from the area around Surgut, where a clearly eastern dialect of Khanty is spoken”. She also made an intelligibility test: “they were able to pick out some words they comprehend from a recording (made in Khanty-Mansijsk in the spring and summer of 2005) of an eastern dialect, though they could not understand complete sentences from the recording, and pointed out that they pronounced the words they picked out differently than what they heard on the tape”. This does not help identify the dialect, as we do not know whether the recording “of an eastern dialect” was Surgut Khanty or Vakh–Vasyugan Khanty. Both are eastern dialects, but their mutual intelligibility is restricted (above all, due to a vowel shift), thus the presented facts do not exclude that the researched dialect is an eastern one. As a certain degree of mutual intelligibility is possible between any two Khanty dialects, the researched dialect might also be quite dissimilar to eastern ones.

Vaysman (2008: 104) also states that the “community appears to be somewhat mixed historically”, thus it can be supposed that the peculiarities of the dialect are results of a merger of dialects, possibly even distant ones.

2.4. Possible positions

Preliminarily, three kinds of basic scenarios can be considered for the development of SWKh.

Firstly, SWKh might be completely distinct from all known Khanty dialects, and any resemblance to any other dialect is just a result of random parallel developments. In this case, we must see that such developments are parallel with phenomena of various dialects; and we must find several, unique developments which are not typical of any of the known dialects.

Secondly, SWKh might be a mix of some known dialects. In this case, there must be several phenomena that are typical of one known dialect, while some others are typical of another known dialect. However, there can be some phenomena which are unknown from other dialects, and which are results of independent development.
Thirdly, SWKh might also be more or less identified with a known dialect, so most of its dialectal features should be identical with those of a dialect familiar to us. Even in this case, there can be some phenomena which are, being results of independent development, typical only for SWKh.

3. Testimony of the lexicon

Vaysman’s dissertation (Vaysman 2008) contains about 150 base stems, most of which are also presented in various inflected and derived forms. In this section, these stems are examined based on the most comprehensive Khanty dialectal dictionary *Dialektologisches und etymologisches Wörterbuch der ostjakischen Sprache* (Steinitz 1966–1993). Derived forms are less consistently represented in this dictionary, thus forms given by Vaysman as derived are ignored here.

Vaysman (2008) does not differentiate linguistic data from the rest of the text typographically. In this paper, all linguistic data are italicized, as it is usual in Finno-Ugric Transcription (FUT, Setälä 1901), but the forms given by Vaysman are bolded as well. As most of the data are presented in FUT, for readers unfamiliar with FUT, here a short comparison with the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) is presented. IPA transcriptions are given in square brackets. The comparison focuses on phenomena necessary to interpret Khanty data, and ignores differences from the regular FUT.

As for vowels, many basic characters stand for the same sounds as in IPA: ɔ, ɑ, u, i, e, ə. While a marks back [a], front [a] or [æ] is marked with ā. Umlauts on the symbols for back vowels indicate corresponding front vowels: ō [ø], ū [y]. One dot over a letter otherwise marking a back vowel shows that it is centralized: ā [ɐ]. However, for Kazym Khanty, traditionally ǫ is used instead of ō [ø]. A breve under a letter otherwise marking a front vowel shows that it is centralized: ɨ [i]. Roundedness is marked with a ring: ą [ɒ], ő [ɒ]. A circumflex below the letter marks that it is pronounced as raised: ǫ [ơ], ŏ [ơ].

Many of the characters marking consonants are also used in the same function as in IPA: p, t, k, w, s, m, n, r, l, j; in some cases, there is only a subtle difference between the FUT and IPA symbols: χ [x], γ [γ], η [ŋ].
The letter \( \underline{\alpha} \) corresponds to IPA \([l]\). The caron is used with letters marking postalveolar consonants: \( \tilde{s} \ [[ʃ]], \tilde{c} \ [[t\ddot{f}]] \). FUT usually does not distinguish palatalized and palatal consonants: \( t', l', \) or \( \hat{n} \) may indicate both \([t\ddot{r}]\) and \([c], [l\ddot{r}]\) and \([ə]\) or \([n\ddot{r}]\) and \([n]\) (although \( \underline{\alpha} \) can be hardly interpreted in any other way than \([l\ddot{r}]\)). Sibilants are exceptional: \( \hat{s} \) (both with a caron and an acute) is the standard symbol for voiceless alveolo-palatal fricative \( [ɕ]\) and \( \acute{s} \) for the voiceless palatalized alveolar fricative \( [s\acute{y}]\). Nonetheless, for the sake of typographical simplicity (and because the two are hardly ever contrasted), many times \( \acute{s} \) is used in both functions. It symbolizes the palatal sibilant in the Obdorsk, Synya, Kazym etc. dialects. However, as it became clear during our fieldwork with Eszter Ruttkay-Miklián and Zsófia Kováts in 2009, the remaining speakers (or rather rememberers) of the moribund Sherkaly dialect unanimously and independently of each other used the palatalized sibilant. They explicitly confirmed that even the last speakers pronounced it in a similar way, differently from the Kazym Khanty speakers – this difference is not indicated in Steinitz (1966–1993). A dot under a consonant letter indicates cacuminality: \( n \ [[n]\), while a ring indicates labializedness: \( k \ [[k^w]\), \( \gamma \ [[\gamma^w]\), \( \eta \ [[\eta^w]\).

Below usually the forms of the best documented dialects in Steinitz (1966–1993) are presented. Vakh (V) and Tremyugan (Trj.) forms stand for the two main groups of eastern dialects (the Salym dialect is poorly documented), Demyanka (DN) forms stand for the southern dialect, and Sherkaly (Š), Kazym (Kaz.), Synya (Sy.) and Obdorsk (O) forms for northern dialects. The latter dialects show more significant differences than the dialects belonging to the two other groups, and all the four are well documented. Forms of other dialects are presented occasionally. A stem-final hyphen indicates that the (allo)morph is used with suffixes only. Phonemes given in parentheses occur optionally or before vowel-initial suffixes. The meaning given by Steinitz (1966–1993) is presented when it considerably differs from the meaning given by Vaysman (2008), or when the word given by Vaysman is derived and just its base word occurs in Steinitz (1966–1993). English glosses here were made by the author.

Since in SWKh, second-syllable \( \hat{a} \) is always an allophone of \( a \), and since similar VH is not attested in any other Khanty dialect, we must suppose that this phenomenon has appeared recently. As a consequence, second-syllable \( \hat{a}s \) of SWKh can be identified with second-syllable \( a \)s
(or âs) of other dialects. However, it is more cautious if we take just âs and âs as proper equivalents. (The vowel â can be an equivalent for a as well, since a centralized vowel can be identified both as a back or a front one by the fieldworker.)

Before looking at the stems themselves, in Section 3.1, the phoneme system and transcription problems are discussed. In Section 3.2, stems in Vaysman (2008) are classified according to the dialects they seem to belong to and the position of the dialect will be determined based on the stems.

### 3.1. Phoneme system

Vaysman (2008: 105) presents the phoneme system of SWKh in a table (Table 1):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. The SWKh vowel system (Vaysman 2008: 105).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Besides these phonemes, in non-initial syllables Vaysman distinguishes short and long [ää], [üü] and [īī], which appear as the allophones of /a/, /u/ and /i/ due to front/back harmony.

Although in Khanty, usually full and reduced vowels are distinguished, the distinction between long and short vowels can be also accepted. Nonetheless, the vowel system presented above is quite unique among the Khanty dialects.

First of all, full vowels usually outnumber reduced ones: this is a good argument to analyze reduced vowels as the marked ones. As a consequence, short vs. long distinction can be excluded, since it would be strange to state that the short vowels are marked, while long vowels are unmarked. Although in most northern dialects, there is a balance between full and reduced vowels, the inventory is relatively small: just 4 full and 4 reduced vowels are distinguished. In addition, the quality of the vowels forming full vs. reduced pairs usually differs considerably,
especially in dialects in which the number of full and reduced vowels is balanced. (Vaysman reports height difference only between \(o\) and \(oo\).)

The vowels /ø/ and /o/ occur only in the Vakh–Vasyugan dialect, and there are similar, but centralized vowels in the Surgut dialect (and a centralized full /o/ in the Kazym dialect). Still, the vowel systems of these dialects considerably differ from the one presented above. In addition, the existence of front mid rounded vowels without a similar high one is typologically unusual (Maddieson 2013).

Vaysman does not present the consonant system, and due to the peculiar transcription, it is difficult to sketch it up based on the data. The transcription applied by her is a strange mix of IPA and FUT, but it also contains elements strange to both (as the duplication of the letters to indicate vowel length). Despite that, there is no key to the signs in the dissertation, and there is no other work referred to with the purpose of giving an account of the symbols.

Although the sound values of most of the signs are straightforward, some of the symbols are ambiguous. For example the symbol <ʂ> should stand for a voiceless alveo-palatal fricative (IPA – [ɕ]) in aaʂ ‘father’, since we find this sound in the corresponding Khanty word (2263 Kaz., Sy. aši). But the same sign can also symbolize a palatalized voiceless alveolar fricative, as the Š ašə ‘father’ or the Russian loanword šeemjä ‘family’ (< Rus. семья /sʲemʲja/ [sʲɪˈmʲja]) suggest. In addition, the spelling of the Russian loanword mašeenä ‘car’ (< Rus. машина /maˈɕina/ [maˈɕina]) suggests that the symbol stands for a voiceless retroflex fricative. The sound value of the symbol <c> is ambiguous as well. The form cöräs suggests that it symbolizes a voiceless palatal plosive as in IPA, since the corresponding forms in the other Khanty dialects (1539 V, Trj. tōras, DN tāras etc.) begin with this sound. Still, the last sound in the words corresponding to čeeŋc ‘joint’, that is 281 V čänč, Trj. čaćę DN čänč, Š ša(n)š,4 Kaz. šanš, Sy. ša(n)š, O sâ(n)s etc. is a voiceless (alveo-palatal, postalveolar or possibly retroflex) affricate or a voiceless (alveo-palatal, postalveolar or possibly retroflex) sibilant, but not a plosive. Additionally, in all other dialect forms, the stem-initial

---

3 The number standing before the dialect data indicates the number of the column the given etymon is discussed in Steinitz (1966–1993).
4 The parentheses in these cases indicate that the nasal is present only when the stem is suffixed by a vowel-initial suffix.
and the stem-final consonants are identical, and as this is the only word in which č occurs, it is reasonable to suggest that the stem-initial conso-
nant is a typo instead of c.

The most problematic symbol from the point of view of the dialectal
classification is <ʎ>. In IPA, it stands for the palatal lateral approximant.
However, it occurs in words like ač- ‘sleep’, identified with 66 V āla-,
Trj. āa-, DN āt-, Š āt-, Kaz. oč-, Sy. őč- etc., āan- ‘enter’, corresponding
to 773 V lāna-, Tr. lāṇ-, DN, Š tān-, Kaz. lōn-, Sy. lōn-, O lān- or
pečān- ‘cloud’, associated with 1551 V ｐeɬaŋ, Trj. ｐeɬaŋ, DN ｐeɬaŋ,
Š pāṭaŋ, Kaz. ｐaɬaŋ, Sy. ｐaɬaŋ, O ｐaɬaŋ. There is only one word, ｋuɬ
‘devil’, where the corresponding dialectal forms contain a palatal conso-
nant at least in some of the dialects: 624 Likr. Mj. kōl, J kōl, DN kōl,
Š kūl, Kaz. kūá, Sy. kūl, O kūl. As the examples above show, there is a
dialectal phenomenon, according to which in some dialects we find a
lateral fricative (FUT ʌ, IPA [ɬ]), in others a lateral approximant (t, [l]),
and in the remaining dialects a plosive (t, [t]). The fricative is the conso-
nant of Proto-Khanty origin, and it has changed into an approximant on
the peripheries, while into a plosive in the center of the Khanty terri-

tory, in the southern dialect. The isoglosses (see Figure 2) do not corre-
spond to the traditional division of the dialects: the plosive is constantly
spreading, it is present in the southern dialects of the northern group
(Nizyamy, Sherkaly – the former is extinct by all probability, the latter is
moribund), and the westernmost dialects of the eastern dialects (Salym
dialect – probably extinct); the Pim subdialect of the Surgut dialect
(Csepregi 1998: 16); but it is spreading in the Tromagan (Tremyugan)
and Yugan subdialects of the Surgut dialect (Csepregi 2009: 27, Schön
2017: 38) as well.

All the SWKh words showing the dialectal distribution l/ʌ/t, con-
tain a lateral approximant. As a consequence, SWKh most probably
belongs either to the northern group of the northern dialects or to the
Vakh–Vasyugan dialects. There is also a possibility that SWKh has
developed from the Kazym or the Surgut dialect, and the ʌ > l change
happened independently of the similar changes of other dialects. But we
can exclude that SWKh dialect has developed from a southern dialect
or a northern/eastern dialect close to the southern ones, since the t > l
change is hardly presumable.
These arguments can be valid only if \(<\lambda>\) indicates a lateral approximant, the palatality of which remains without explanation. Still we can reasonably suppose that this symbol stands for a lateral fricative. Firstly, it occurs in words where palatal or palatalized laterals are not expected. Secondly, its form resembles the symbol \(\Lambda\), used to indicate the lateral fricative in FUT. Although \(<\lambda>\) is considered to be a rotated \(<y>\), it undoubtedly resembles lowercase lambda \(<\lambda>\), while \(\Lambda\) is a small capital lambda (or at least resembles it). If we take this possibility seriously, we must suppose either that SWKh is a mix of an \(l\) dialect and Kazym or Surgut Khanty, or that it is basically Kazym or Surgut Khanty, but with an ongoing \(\Lambda > l\) change.

**Figure 2.** The \(l/\lambda/t\) isogloss and the Khanty dialects.
### 3.2. Vaysman’s stems and corresponding dialectal forms

Here, an attempt is presented to identify stems given by Vaysman (2008) with stems known from other dialects. Stems are arranged due to their role in the positioning process of SWKh among other dialects. Section 3.2.1 discusses stems which are more or less equally distant or close to corresponding forms in various dialects. Section 3.2.2 deals with stems which are equally close to forms in dialects belonging to two of the three main dialect groups (i.e. eastern, southern and northern). Section 3.2.3 addresses stems which are clearly close to a form attested only in one main dialect group. In Section 3.2.4, stems forms close to one particular dialect form are presented. Unidentified stems are discussed in Section 3.2.5. Section 3.2.6 gives statistics about the proportion of words which point to different dialects or dialect groups, and it is shown how they can help in positioning SWKh.

#### 3.2.1. Negligible stems

Some stems do not help determine the position of SWKh. Three are very recent loanwords, which cannot show a characteristic dialectal distribution, and even if they had been borrowed earlier, they could have been reborrowed since then: *maṣeenä ‘car’, *kolxoz ‘kolkhoz’ (621 just VT *kălχos), *seemjä ‘family’. Many SWKh words have a form evidently distinct from equivalents in other dialects, although the etymon can be undoubtedly identified:

- **exət** ‘cut’: 50 V ṭγət, Trj. ṭγət-, DN Š Kaz. Sy. O ewət-
- **kuteeʂü** ‘a drunk’: 707 Trj. kőtʰə-, DN kőtʰə-, Š kŭştə-, Kaz. kŭccə-, O kŭcćə- ‘betrunkener werden, sich betrunken; get drunk’
- **lipət** ‘feed’: 715 V lăwət-, Trj. lăpət-, DN tăpət-, Š tăpət-, Kaz. ləpət-, Sy. lăpət-, O lăpət-
- **nöməs** ‘mind’: 1001 V Trj. DN nâməs, Š Kaz. Sy. nŏməs, O năməs
- **ɲoόram** ‘swampy place’: 1078 V ɲɔɾəm, Trj. ɲorəm, DN Š ɲwəɾəm, Kaz. ɲorəm
- **ɲuuxal-** ‘follow’: 1034 V ɲwəɾ-, Trj. ɲwəɾ-, ɲɔɾə-, DN ɲɔɾə-, Š ɲwəɾ-, Kaz. ɲɔɾə-, O ɲɔɾə-
- **öömp** ‘dog’: 101 V ampie, Trj. ampie, DN Kaz. amp, Sy. a(m)p, O ampie

• **poŋč-** ‘ripen’: 1176 V *pănc-, pănc-, păč-, păč-, Š *păč-, Kaz. *păč-, Sy. *păč-

• **pööt-** ‘freeze’: 1233 V *pāt-, Trj. *pāt-, DN *pāt-, Š *păt-, O *păt-

• **păʌəŋ**, **păs-** ‘boy’: 1110 V *păs-, Trj. *păs-, DN *păσ-, Š *păσ-

• **röömö** ‘darkness’: 1272 V *rimək*, Trj. *rimki*, O *răməχ* ‘сумерки, Dämmerung; dusk, twilight’

• **röp** ‘mountain’: 1278 Trj. *răp*, DN rep, Kaz. rep, Sy. O rep

• **ruupeeta** ‘work’: 1280 VT *rupota*, Ni. *ruputa*, Kaz. *rəpata*

• **sari** ‘salmon’: 1370 V Trj. *sərək*, DN *sărəχ*, Š *sărəχ*, O *sărəχ* ‘сърок, Zährte, Coregonus vimba; peled’

• **sos-** ‘walk’: 240 Trj. *soč-, Ni. Š *šuš-, Kaz. *šuš-, O sos-

• **töj-** ‘have’: 1400 V Trj. *tăja-, DN Š Kaz. *tăj-, O *tȧ-

• **uunltətɨt** ‘teacher’: 126 V *on’(ə)ltə-, Trj. *on’ətə-, DN *unttə-, Š *unt(ḷt)ə-, Kaz. *wונ’(ט)ə-, Sy. *utltə-, O on’ltə- ‘обучать, учить, lehren; teach’

• **wišk-** ‘throw’: 1645 Kaz. *wōškə-, O wăškə-

• **xoc-** ‘remain’: 576 V Trj. *kiti-, DN *χεti-, Kaz. *χtChe-ti-, Sy. *χış-, O *χiš-

• **xöjeɛl** ‘son-in-law’: 475 V *kaləγ*, Trj. *kåləγ*, DN *χεtə, Š *χireira, Kaz. *χiši, Sy. *χili (among other meanings, ‘Swiegersohn; son-in-

law’ in the Vakh–Vasyugan dialects)

Half of these forms contain ů(õ) in their initial syllables: in most
of the cases, this is the only obstacle for identifying them with one (or
more) forms. The problem of the initial syllable ů(õ) will be discussed
in a subsequent study.

---

5 Even if we suppose that ʎ stands for a fricative, the height of the two vowels is similar
in Surgut Khanty, and the initial syllable is more open in Kazym Khanty, while the
second syllable vowel is more open in SWKh.

6 Identified by Eszter Ruttkay-Miklián. Actually, the form much more resembles 1367
Vj. *sări*, DT *sărəχ*, Š *sărə, Kaz. *sări, O *sări ‘чайка, Möwe, Seeschwalbe; gull, tern’.

It seems that the two terms were homonyms at least in some of the southern dialects.
The Latin term in Steinitz (1966–1993) is probably mistaken, the correct form should be
Coregonus peled.

7 I thank Mária Sipos for identifying the word.
Some forms given by Vaysman cannot be identified with a word of a particular dialect, because the difference between the forms is insignificant or does not exist at all.

- **nareem** ‘bridge’: 1020 Trj. DN Š nărəm, Kaz. nôrəm, O nărəm ‘полка, подмостки, Regal, Brettergestell; shelf, trestle, platform’
- **ɲaɲ** ‘bread’: 1061 V nän, Trj. DN nân, Š Kaz. Sy. O ɲaɲ
- **part-** ‘order’: 1218 V pârt-, Trj. DN pârt-, Š Kaz. part-, O pârt-
- **tin** ‘price’: 1443 V Trj. Dn tin, Š Kaz. tin, O tin
- **weer** ‘business’: 1613 V wer, Trj. wâr, DN Š wer, Kaz. wer, O wer

In the case of **nareem** ‘bridge’, Vaysman gives a long second syllable vowel; thus, this word could be put into the previous group. The given meaning also differs from the meaning of words it is identified with, although this difference is not unbridgeable.

There is a noteworthy example, for which the forms of various dialects are quite similar to each other, but the SWKh form is different: **laaŋk** ‘larch’: 1005 V nâŋk, Trj. DN nâŋk, Š Kaz. naŋk, Sy. na(ŋ) k, O nâŋk. If there is no mistake, a dissimilation process must have happened in SWKh.

### 3.2.2. Stems excluding one group of dialects

Some SWKh words are identical with or just slightly differ from dialectal forms belonging to two different groups. Some of these can be identified with southern and northern (that is western) forms.

- **kew** ‘stone’: 600 V kûŋ, Trj. kâŋ, DN Š Kaz. Sy. O kew
- **mit** ‘salary’: 973 DN mit, Š, Kaz. Sy. mît, O mit
- **neepək** ‘book’: 1007 V, Trj. nipik, DN nepâk, Š nepek, Kaz. nepek, Sy. O nepek
- **ɲawrem** ‘child’: 1038 Trj. ňegrem, DN Š ñawrem, Kaz. ñawrem, O ñawrem (according to Onyina (2009: 72), the very same form occurs in Synya Khanty as well)
- **ɲoxəs** ‘sable’: 1039 V ňôɣəs, Trj. ňôɣəs, DN Š Kaz. Sy. O ňôɣəs
- **oom-** ‘sit’: 103 V aməs-, Trj. âməs-, DN oməs-, Š Kaz. Sy. əməs-, O aməs- (the stem is nowhere attested without -əs- according to Steinitz 1966–1993)
owəŋ 'stream': 28 V ơγ, Trj. āγ, DN Š Kaz. Sy. ơw, O ʾaw (according to Steinitz (1966–1993), the word with the derivational suffix -əŋ-means ‘reißend, stark strömend’ (‘raging, flowing strongly’)
peeŋk 'tooth': 1188 V pəŋk, Trj. pāŋk, DN Š peŋk, Kaz. peŋk, Sy. pəŋk, O peŋk
poosa- 'drip': 1228 V pasəγ, Trj. pāsəγ, DN Š posa-, Š pəsij-, Kaz. Sy. pəsɨ-, O pəsɨ-
xonì ‘stomach’: 509 V Trj. kŏn DN Š Kaz. Sy. χŏn
xoot 'house': 655 V kat, Trj. kåt, DN Š kōt, Kaz. Sy. χɔt, O χat
The last two cases reflect the k/χ isogloss between eastern and western dialects, which is caused by a k > χ change before back vowels. Some other SWKh forms can be identified with eastern and northern forms:
aŋkee 'mother': 136 V əŋki, Trj. āŋki, DN əŋkə, Š āŋkə, Kaz. aŋki, Sy. āŋki, aŋki, O āŋki
aara- 'break': 161 V arj-, Trj. ārj-, DN orəj-, Kaz. əri-, O arı-
iki 'old man': 34 V Trj. iki, DN ikə, Š ikə, Kaz. Sy. iki, O iki
jeernās 'dress': 409 V jernās, Trj. jǎrnās, DN jərnās, Š jernas, Kaz. jernas, Sy. jernas, O jernās
lil ‘soul’: 749 V lil, Trj. liλ, DN tǐt, Š tīt, Kaz. Sy. lil, O lil
lip- 'eat': 713 V li-, Trj. li-, DN tė-, Š te-, Kaz. Sy. le-, O li- (there is no -p- in any of the dialects)
loŋ- 'enter': 773 V lāŋ-, Trj. lāŋ-, DN Š tāŋ-, Kaz. loŋ-, Sy. lōŋ-, O lāŋ-
jeeləm ‘tongue’: 1049 V ˈnələm, Trj. ˈnələm, DN ˈnətəm, Š ˈnatəm, Kaz. ˈnələm, Sy. ˈnələm, O ˈnələm (a mid vowel in the initial syllable according to Vaysman (Vaysman 2008) – the same form is attested in Northern Mansi, but a low one in all dialects of Khanty according to Steinitz 1966–1993)
por- ‘bite’: 1202 V Trj. pōr-, DN pār-, Š Kaz. Sy. pōr-, O pār-
toorum ‘god’: 1472 V tōrəm, Trj. tōrəm, DN Š turəm, Kaz. tərəm, Sy. turəm, O tərəm
uleem ‘sleep’: 67 V uəm, Trj. uəm, Š uəm, Kaz. wələm, O uəm (rather ‘dream’, ‘sleep’ is 67 V aləm, DN otəm, Š otəm, Kaz. aləm, O aləm, as a result of a Proto-Khanty umlaut and divergence)
weel- ‘kill’: 1580 V wel-, Trj. wā-, DN Š wet-, Kaz. weel-, Sy. O wel-
In half of the cases, the main reason for the extremity of the classification possibilities is that SWKh is an \textit{l} dialect, and the form is similar to the form in the Vakh dialect on the one hand, and to the form in the Synya and/or Obdorsk dialect on the other hand.

There is no word in SWKh the form of which resembles the forms both in eastern and southern dialects, but none of the northern dialects.

\textbf{3.2.3. Stems pointing to one group of dialects}

There are cases when the SWKh form is clearly identical with or very close to the form in one dialect group, but distinct from forms of all others. While some forms can be identified with any of the three groups, the proportion of the words which can be associated with forms of different dialects differs considerably.

Based on Steinitz (1966–1993), only two words seem to belong to the southern dialects. In both cases, Steinitz (1966–1993) refers to just a southern form of a morphologically complex word, although its base word is attested also in other ones. The word \textit{jantit} ‘toy’ is attested 382 DN \textit{jänttət}, but the verb Surg. \textit{jäntəγ}-, Irt. \textit{jänt}-, Ni., Š. Kaz. \textit{jönt}-, O \textit{jänt}- ‘играть, spielen; play’ is attested in almost all the dialects. The other word is \textit{piixeeʎ} ‘patch (on a boat)’, 1111 DN \textit{pȧkəl} ‘Holzstück, mit dem man z. B. e. Loch in e. Brett ausfüllt; a piece of wood, with which one can fill in e.g. a hole in e.g. a board’, Kr. \textit{pȧkət} ‘Holzflicken (im Boot, an e. morschen Stelle); wooden patches (in a boat, in a rotten place)’. This word is the diminutive of Kr. \textit{pāk}, N. Kaz. \textit{pak} ‘Flicken (in e. hölzeren Gegenstand, z. B. in e.Tisch, Boot); patch (a wooden object e.g. in a table, boat)’. The diminutive form is probably used in a wider territory than Steinitz (1966–1993) supposes. (Eszter Ruttkay-Miklián suggests that it is also possible that the word is related to Russian \textit{пакля} ‘tow’: for semantic reasons, this etymology is less probable.)

There are more stems which resemble eastern forms:

- \textit{ač} ‘sleep’: 66 V \textit{ăla}-, Trj. \textit{ăla}-, DN \textit{ăt}-, Š \textit{őt}-, Kaz. \textit{ől}-, Sy. \textit{ől}- (the vowel is different in the northern and the consonant in the southern forms)

- \textit{čeeɲc} ‘joint’: 281 V \textit{čănč}, Trj. \textit{čănč} DN \textit{čănč}, Š \textit{ša(n)š}, Kaz. \textit{šaš}, Sy. \textit{ša(n)š}, O \textit{ša(n)s} ‘колено, Knee; knee’ (only the V form is undoubtedly front; however, vowels are low in all the dialects but in SWKh)
• **cöräs** ‘trader’: 1539 V Trj. *töras*, DN *táras* (but see *sőras* ‘kereskedő; trader, merchant’, Middle Ob dialect\(^8\) (Honti 1984: 175, 204, 234))
• **oopee** ‘older sister’: 146 Trj. *opî*, Š *ôpa*, Kaz. Sy. *ôpi*, O *âpi* (full vowel in the initial syllable is found only in Trj.)
• **rasî** ‘fringe’: 1281 Trj. *râsî*, Š *rösə*, Kaz. *rösî* O *râsi* (the backness of the second syllable supports Trj. against O – but \(\mathbf{j}\) is phonemic in the Trj., but not in SWKh)
• **sőj**- ‘spit’: 1298 V Trj. *sôjâṛ*, SalT *saj̣-
• **wontut** ‘pine forest’: 1600 V *wônt*, Trj. *wônt*, DN, Š *unt*, Kaz. *wônt*, Sy. *u(n)t* ‘урман, Wald; forest’ (the identification of the segment following the stem is problematic, see Section 3.2.6)
• **wuuj**- ‘see’: 1550 V Trj. *wu-, DN wo-, Š *u-, Kaz. *wô-

In most of the cases, the resemblance is not convincing. On the contrary, there are many more SWKh words which resemble northern words. Moreover, there is a specific group of words, which only have corresponding words in the northern dialects.

• **apsaje** ‘bear’: 150 Š *apšije* ‘Bezeichnung des Bären; title of the bear’ (in fact, its an hypocoristic form of the word ‘younger brother’ below)
• **apši** ‘younger brother’: 149 Š Kaz. *apši*, O *âpši*
• **jeertæp** ‘fence’: 410 Kaz. *jertæp*, O *jertæp, jertep*
• **jeewee** ‘sister’: 37 Š *jîγ-ewə*
• **kuurt** ‘village’: 687 Š *kurt*, Kaz. *kört*, Sy. *kur*
• **kuuʂa** ‘master’: 709 Š *kuşaj*, Kaz. *koša*, Sy. *kuśa*, O *kuşâ*
• **mojpar** ‘young bear’: 896 Š, Kaz., Sy. *mojpar* ‘медведь, Bär; bear’
• **mutra** ‘miracle’: 975 Kaz. *mütra*, Sy. *mitra*
• **ooxți** ‘snake’: 1570 Kaz. *wôxți-wøj*, O *ôxți-waj* (the second element means ‘(wild) animal’)\(^9\)
• **uurgo** ‘reason’: 159 Kaz. *wɔrən̩*, Sy. *urən*, O *orən̩a* ‘because of’ (postposition)\(^10\)

---

\(^8\) The Middle Ob “dialect” is rather a standard considered to be based on the Sherkaly dialect, sometimes also called as Sherkaly literary language. According to Sipos (2008), despite the use of \(\mathbf{t}\) instead of \(\mathbf{l}\) (or \(\mathbf{ʌ}\)), the phonology and morphology of the printed text reflect typical northern features instead of those which are typical for the genuine Sherkaly dialect. Supposedly, the form *sőras* can come from a dialect spoken in Sherkaly or to the north of it.

\(^9\) In Steinitz (1966–1993), the word is not attested with a first-syllable full vowel in any dialect.

\(^10\) This word was identified by Eszter Ruttkay-Miklián and Mária Sipos.
• **pöskän** ‘gun’: 1098 V pečkän, Trj. pečγάn, DN păškan, Š puškan, Kaz. Sy. pöskan, O păškán
  
• **siijü** ‘reindeer calf’: 1300 Sy. sŭjŭw, O sujəw
  
• **xoop** ‘boat’: 529 Š, Kaz., Sy. ɭap, O ɭap
  
• **xoram** ‘beauty’: 540 Kaz. ɭ orcəm, O ɭ orcəm
  
The fact that eastern and southern forms of the word do not occur in Steinitz (1966–1993) does not automatically mean that they do not exist there. Still, it is striking that the number of such words is fairly high, equals with the number of words resembling eastern or southern forms. In addition, some words have cognates in eastern and/or southern dialects, but the SWKh form resembles the northern variant.

• **aarne** ‘rent’: 172 V ɭən, Trj. DN ɭənt, Ni. ar’ən, Kaz. arin, O ar’ən ɭən, Schuld; dept, credit’;

• **aaʂ** ‘father’: 226 Trj. ɑtɭ, Š aʂə Kaz. ɑsi

• **jiŋk** ‘water’: 387 V Trj. jəŋk, Š Kaz. jɨŋk, O jɨŋk

• **jöxän** ‘river’: 321 V jɔγən, DN -jŏχən, Š Kaz. Sy. O jŏχan

• **kuʎ** ‘devil’: 624 Likr. Mj. kōl, l kōl, DN kōl, Š kūl, Kaz. kūɭ, Sy. kūɭ, O kul

• **laajəm** ‘axe’: 723 V ləjəm, Trj. ləjəm, DN təjəm, Š tajəm, Kaz. təjəm, Sy. ləjəm, O ləjəm

• **leetit** ‘food’: 714 V lit-ɭt, Trj. lɨt-ɭt, DN tət-ɭt, Š tət-ɭt, Kaz. ɭet-ɭt, Sy. let-ɭt, O lətit (also li-ti-t according to Nikolaeva 1999: 22)

• **loʂ** ‘snow’: 871 Trj. ʊńɭt, DN təńɭt, Š təńɭt, Kaz. ɭə(ɨ)ɭt, Sy. ɭə(ɨ)ɭt, O la(ɨ)ɭt (not attested with a first-syllable reduced vowel in any of the dialects)

• **lunt** ‘wild goose’: 770 V lənt, Trj. lənt, DN Š tənt, Kaz. ɭənt, Sy. lu(n)t, O lənt

• **ox** ‘head’: 30 V ɭγ, Trj. ɭɡ, ɭɡ, DN Š uɭ, Kaz. Sy. O ɭɡ

• **ooxsar** ‘fox’: 1573 Pim ɭəxɔ̃sər, DN wəxɔ̃sər, Š Kaz. wəxɔ̃sər, Sy. ɭɡsər, O ɭɡsər, ɭɡsər (not attested with a first-syllable full vowel in any of the dialects)

11 It could seem that the word comes from Russian пушка ‘gun’. Still, Steinitz (1966–1993: 1098) states that its source is Komi /bɨtʃkan/ ‘crowbar, pinch bar’. Russian пушка ‘gun’ is borrowed as 1254 Trj. puška, Ni. -puška. I am grateful to Márta Csepregi for drawing my attention to this fact.

12 The word was identified by Eszter Ruttkay-Miklián. Steinitz (1966–1993: 172) states that the word comes from Russian аренда ‘rent’, but its meaning had changed in all the Khanty dialects by the beginning of the 20th century. It is surprising that Vaysman could record it in its original meaning.
In many cases, the /l/\̄/t isoglosses play a decisive role in determining the position of SWKh. In these cases, eastern dialects can be excluded due to the vowels, the preservation of an intervocalic glide or based on the k/χ isogloss. Other dialectal phenomena play a role occasionally.
3.2.4. Stems pointing to one specific dialect

When the SWKh form is identical with or closest to a form of a specific dialect, it is always the Obdorsk dialect, the northernmost dialect of Khanty. One peculiarity of this dialect is a position in which neighbouring dialects have š. Just based on these correspondences, eight words can be identified as closest to the Obdorsk forms:

• kasï ‘pain’: 591 V Trj. kəčə, DN kəčə, Š kăšə, Kaz., Sy. kăši, O kăsi
• keesi ‘knife’: 593 V kōčə, Trj. kōčə, DN kečə, Š kešə, Kaz. Sy. keši, O kesi
• öxsâm ‘scarf’: 38 DN ŏχčam, Š Kaz. Sy. ŏχšam, O ŏχsȧm
• pusï ‘tail’: 1094 V, Trj. puči, DN pičə, Š -puš, Kaz. puši, O pusi
• saa ‘tea’: 243 V čäj, Trj. šȧj, DN ćȧj, Š śaj, O śaj, šaj
• saawï ‘guard, shepherds’ː13 259 V čεγ̥i, Trj. čеγ̥i, DN čȧwej, Š Kaz. Sy. šawij, O sȧwi - ‘aufbewahren, verwahren / хранить, keep (safe)’
• soxa ‘partridge’: 1315 Kaz. Sy. śŏχa, O sŏχa
• xööseeŋk ‘fish soup’: 427 V kul-kačəm-jəηk, Trj. καčəm-jəηk, DN χočəm-jəηk, Kaz. Sy. χošəm-jĭηk, O χasəm

Moreover, there are several other cases, in which the reasons for resemblance are various phenomena:

• jooxeel ‘bow’: 339 V joγəl, Trj. jąγəl, DN joχət, Š juχət, Kaz. joχəl, O joχəl
• kalaj ‘reindeer’: 621 Trj. kαλαη, O kālāŋ
• lonķər ‘mouse’: 782 V loŋkər, Trj. lāŋkər, DN Š teŋkər, Kaz. leŋkər, O leŋkər, lonķər
• malat ‘depth’: 920 V məlät, Trj. məłit, DN mətät, mətet, Š mətət, Kaz. məaət, O məłät
• narï ‘bench’: 1018 Š nōrə, Kaz. Sy. nōri, O nāri
• pōxï ‘meat’: 1030 V nōγi, Trj. nāγi, DN Š nōχə, Kaz. Sy. nōχi, O nōχa
• paajət- ‘drop’: 1132 V pāγət-, Trj. pāγət-, Š Kaz. Sy. pawət-, O pājət-
• paax- ‘burst’: 1108 Trj. pāγ-, Š Kaz. pəγ-, O pəγ-
• puwləpsï ‘tumor’: 1122 VT pəγəlwəs, Trj. pəγ̥ʌəpsə, Ni. pəwəpsə, Kaz. pəwəpsə, O puwləpsi
• rex ‘berry’: 1265 Š Kaz. Sy. rεχ, O reχ
• uw ‘door’: 26 V oγpi, Trj. oγpi, DN -aw, Š Kaz. Sy. əw, O uw

---

13 Supposedly, collective meaning.
There are two words which are attested only in the Obdorsk dialect: *jik* ‘son’: 327 O *jik*; *laax*- ‘wait’: 725 O *lāj*-. In the latter case, the SWKh and Obdorsk forms differ in the stem-final consonant. Although they are etymologically related to words in other dialects (V *liγ*-, Trj. *liγ*- ‘гладеть, смотреть, blicken, schauen; watch’, KoP *tiγ*- ‘караулить, aufpassen, warten; guard, watch out, look after, wait’; KoP Kr. *tāw*- ‘караулить, (wilden Reintieren im Sommer) auflauern, warten, (+ KoP зверовать, jagen); guard, ambush (wild reindeers in summer), wait (+ KoP hunt’), these are both formally and mostly semantically are quite distant from both SWKh and Obdorsk Khanty verbs.

### 3.2.5. Stems which cannot be identified with any dialectal form

There are SWKh forms the identification of which with any dialectal form in Steinitz (1966–1993) failed. Supposedly, it is partially due to peculiarities (inaccuracy) of transcription, e.g. Vaysman makes a difference between *neepək* ‘book’ and *nepək* ‘letter’: 1007 V, Trj. *nipik*, DN *nepək*, Š *nepək*, Kaz. *nepek*, Sy. O *nepek*, although the very same word has both meanings in other Khanty dialects, and the divergence of forms and meanings is not reported anywhere else. In addition, schwa is not reported in the second syllable from any dialect. Also, in addition to *ox* ‘head’: 30 V *oγ*, Trj. *oγ̆*, *oγ̊*, DN Š *uχ*, Kaz. Sy. O *oχ*, Vaysman mentions *uxi* ‘head’. As the correspondences show, the word has no stem-final vowel in any dialect; thus, it is unlikely that any newly discovered dialect will have that. The problem will be discussed in a subsequent study.

In addition, there can be words which exist but do not occur (or could not be found) in Steinitz (1966–1993). E.g., no equivalent for *wuuloomu* ‘grandmother’ was found, although due to Nikolaeva (1999: 15), it exists in the Obdorsk dialect: *wul-o:mi* ‘grandmother’.

There are twenty words the identification of which has failed. In half of these cases some ideas emerged about which etymons they could be identified with, but due to the semantic and/or phonetic differences, they remain unconvincing.

- *jinäp* ‘hook’: according to Eszter Ruttkay-Miklián, it is possibly a typo, and the word is identical with 380 V *jintaw*, Trj. *jintap*, DN *jəntap*, Š Kaz. Sy. *jintap*, O *jintap* ‘игла, иголка, Nadel; needle’.
• **jitä** ‘enemy’: the form resembles KoP jąγət(-χuj) ‘Feind, Verleumder, враг, клеветник; enemy, calumniator’ – it still considerably differs for identification;

• **jowa-** ‘wrap (skins)’: Eszter Ruttkay-Miklián suggests that the verb is related to 347 V jəγər-, Tr. jąγər-, DN jówər- ‘занутать, verwickeln, verirren, verfitzen; tangle up, mix up, confuse’; Ni. jówər-, Kaz. jówərə-, O jąwərə- ‘вертеть, крутить, drehen, bohren, sich verwickeln, sich verschlingen; turn, rotate, become entangled, (inter)twist, spin, roll’, DN jówwər-, Kaz. Sy. jówər-, O jąwər- ‘завёртывать, wikkeln [sic], einwickeln (z. B. in e. Tuch, Papier); roll up, wrap up’. Although both semantic and formal resemblance is blatant, this etymon contains r, which is missing from the stem given by Vaysman; thus, the identification of the two stems is highly questionable;

• **lixeen** ‘fire’: according to Márta Csepregi, the word seems to be related to 713 V li-, Trj. li-, DN tē-, Š te-, Kaz. le-, le-, Sy. le-, O li- ‘eat’, which means ‘burn’ as well;

• **weelpe** ‘criminal’: Eszter Ruttkay-Miklián suggests that it is derived from 1580 V wel-, Trj. wəl-, DN Š wet-, Kaz. wel-, Sy. O wel-;

• **wixeeta** ‘cry, shout’, Mária Sipos suggests identifying this verb with 456 Ni. Š χίγij- ‘schreien, brüllen; cry, shout, yell, roar, bellow’, χίγem-, Kaz. χίwεmə- ‘aufschreien, aufbrüllen; cry out, shout, yell, roar, bellow’. The suggestion is semantically well-grounded, and metathesis is also conceivable. However, Márta Csepregi suggests identifying this word with Trj. wiγ-, DN χόγ-, Š Kaz. χw-, O χw- ‘реветь, кричать, schreien, brüllen; cry, shout, yell, roar, bellow’. This suggestion is also perfect semantically, but wixeeta is, by all probability, an infinitive form, while the same form of the closest Surgut Khanty verb is wiγta (Csepregi 1998: 173);

• **woolax** ‘wolf’: Eszter Ruttkay-Miklián raises the possibility that it is an adapted form of Russian волк (IPA [volk]) ‘wolf’;

• **xń-** ‘disappear’: Eszter Ruttkay-Miklián suggests identifying this word with 473 V kŏla-, Trj. kŏl(a)-, DN χŎl(a)-, Š χŏla-, Kaz. χŏla-, Sy. χŏla-, O χŏl(a)-, used in different meanings, such as ‘кончиться, zu Ende gehen, abgeschlossen werden; come to end, run short, be used up’, ‘kürzer werden, становиться короче, abnehmen, убывать, vergehen; pass, elapse, while away, kill (time)’, ‘абгенуцтwerden, изнашиваться; wear out, wear away’, ‘протекать, lecken, Wasser
durchlassen, laufen; let through, leak, seep, run’. Although western forms are quite similar and the resemblance between the meanings is clear, the two words cannot be identified with each other without doubt;

- **xörpaaləx** ‘(physically) disabled person’: possibly related to Vj. kör-pałək, Trj. kör-pałək, DN kör-pələk etc. ‘einbeinig, хромой, lahm, hinkend; one-legged, lame, limping’, similarly to what Vaysman (2008: 107) suggests in a footnote. But the form is not attested in northern dialects, where k is expected instead of x before an originally front vowel (Ni. Š Kaz. Sy. kūr, O kur ‘нога, Fuß; foot’);

- **xuunteeɲc** ‘backpack’: the first part of the word resembles 516V Trj. kintent, DN χent, Š Kaz. χint ‘нога, Fuß; foot’; wicker basket, basket made of birch bark (carried on one’s back). Nonetheless, in other cases, even such dubious etymologies have not surfaced: **aakse** ‘post office’, **kaano** ‘space’, **kaas-** ‘doubt’, **kiimpəl** ‘scale (of a cone)’, **koleeʎü** ‘fiancé’, **luuče** ‘incident’, **nu婕ex** ‘ceremonial ring’, **piixəl** ‘fishing line’, **toŋheto** ‘little piece’, **xööxeɛt** ‘female (animal)’.

### 3.2.6. Statistics

To sum up: more than a third (~35%) of the lexical data is either unidentifiable with the items of the known Khanty vocabulary, or gives no real help in the identification of the dialect.

![Figure 3](image-url) The number of the SWKh words with respect to words of other dialects.
Among words which can help identify the dialect (99 words), about 33% can be identified either with eastern or southern words, but less than a third of them cannot be identified with any northern word. On the contrary, ~90% can be identified with some northern forms, and 66% of the forms can be identified only with northern words. Moreover, while there are barely 10 words which cannot be identified with any word from a northern dialect, there are 21 words which can be identified only with words from the Obdorsk dialect. Furthermore, 29 of the 45 words which can be identified with more than one northern dialect form, can be identified with an Obdorsk Khanty one as well (at least not less than with some other northern dialect). In the following list, only the Obdorsk data are presented.

- **apši** ‘younger brother’: 149 O ṣápši
- **jeertəp** ‘fence’: 410 O jertəp, jer tep
- **jiŋk** ‘water’: 387 O jiŋk
- **jŏxan** ‘river’: 321 O jơxan
- **kuł** ‘devil’: 624 O kuł
- **kuuʃa** ‘master’: 709 O kuša
- **laajəm** ‘axe’: 723 O lájəm
- **ox** ‘head’: 30 ṣáx
- **ooxsar** ‘fox’: 1573 O ṣáxsar, ṣáxsar
- **ooxti** ‘snake’: 1570 O ṣáxti-waj
- **palat** ‘height’: 1144 O pálat
- **pōskăn** ‘gun’: 1098 O pāskăn
- **sam** ‘heart’: 1340 O sám
- **siijü** ‘reindeer calf’: 1300 O sujəw
- **sus** ‘autumn’: 1324 O sus
- **taal-** ‘carry’: 1424 O tāl-
- **taaʃ** ‘herd’: 1481 O tāʃ
- **tal** ‘year’: 1429 O tāl
- **taxti** ‘skin’: 1422 O tāxti
- **tɔxəl** ‘wing’: 1412 O tɔxəl
- **tut** ‘fire’: 1420 O tut
- **uurŋo** ‘reason’: 159 O orəŋńə ‘because of’
- **uuxəl** ‘sledge’: 39 O uχəl
- **xatl** ‘sun’: 571 O χatl
- **xir** ‘sack’: 550 O χir
Additionally, some SWKh forms are close to an eastern or southern form, but also to the Obdorsk form (and sometimes to other northern forms as well – only the similar forms are shown here):

- **kew** ‘stone’: 600 DN Š Kaz. Sy. O kew
- **mit** ‘salary’: 973 DN mit, Š, Kaz. Sy. mit, O mit
- **neepək** ‘book’: 1007 Š nepek, Kaz. nepek, Sy. O nepek
- **ɲawreem** ‘child’: 1038 DN Š ɲawrem, Kaz. ɲawrem, O ɲawrem
- **ɲoxəs** ‘sable’: 1039 V ɲōxəs, Trj. ɲōxəs, DN Š Kaz. Sy. O ɲōxəs
- **peeŋk** ‘tooth’: 1188 DN Š peŋk, Kaz. peŋk, O peŋk
- **aŋkee** ‘mother’: 136 Trj. aŋki, Kaz. aŋki, Sy. aŋki, aŋki, O aŋki
- **aara-** ‘break’: 161 V arj-, O arj- (the vowel of the second syllable is high in all the dialects)
- **iki** ‘old man’: 34 V Trj. iki, Kaz. Sy. iki, O iki
- **jeernäs** ‘dress’: 409 V jernäs, Trj. järnäs, DN jørnäs, Š jernas, Kaz. jernas, Sy. jernas, O jernäs
- **lil** ‘soul’: 749 V lil, Sy. lil, O lil
- **lip-** ‘eat’: 713 V li-, O li- (there is no -p- in any of the dialects)
- **ʎaŋ-** ‘enter’: 773 V lăŋ-, O lăŋ-
- **peeləm** ‘tongue’: 1049 V ēnləm, Sy. ēnləm, O ēnləm
- **toorum** ‘god’: 1472 V tōṛəm, Trj. tōṛəm, O tōṛəm
- **uleem** ‘sleep’: 67 V uləm, O uləm (rather ‘dream’)
- **weel-** ‘kill’: 1580 V wel-, Sy. O wel-

Consequently, a great majority of the SWKh words which can be identified with a form of a northern dialect (and, possibly, also with an eastern or southern one), can also be identified with the Obdorsk form.
Even more, all SWKh words similar to at least one dialect form of each of the three dialect groups are all similar to the one in the Obdorsk dialect:

- **nareem** ‘bridge’: 1020 O nărəm ‘полка, подмостки, Regal, Brettergestell; shelf, trestle, platform’
- **ɲaɲ** ‘bread’: 1061 O ńań
- **part-** ‘order’: 1218 O pārt-
- **tin** ‘price’: 1443 O tin
- **weer** ‘business’: 1613 O wer

Additionally, there are SWKh words which cannot be identified in Steinitz (1966–1993). The deverbal noun **uunltətït** ‘teacher’ does not occur in Steinitz (1966–1993), but its base is represented from a wide range of dialects: 126 V on (ə)ltə-, Trj. on’ltə-, DN unltə-, Š un(lt)ə-, Kaz. won’ltə-, Sy. utltə-, O on’ltə- ‘обучать, учить, lehren; teach’. Although these data suggest that the Obdorsk form, if exists, must be different, Nikolaeva (1999: 22) gives u:nlt-ə-ti-t ‘teacher’ in Obdorsk Khanty. The similarly derived word **jantït** ‘toy’ is attested only in a southern dialect: 382 DN janttət, but the verb Surg. jantə-, Irt. jant-, Ni., Š Kaz. jönt-, O jant- ‘играть, spielen; play’ is attested in almost all dialects. Nikolaeva (1999: 22) documents the jantit ‘toy’ from the Obdorsk dialect as well. The compound **tujux** ‘firewood’ is attested in Steinitz (1966–1993) from a wide range of dialects, but not from Obdorsk Khanty – nonetheless, it occurs in Nikolaeva (1999: 86). The word **wuuloomu** ‘grandmother’ is not in Steinitz (1966–1993), but it exists in the Obdorsk dialect (Nikolaeva 1999: 15): wul-o:mi ‘grandmother’. In Steinitz (1966–1993), the word **sijjû** ‘reindeer calf’ is
attested in forms 1300 Sy. sūjūw, O sujəw, but Nikolaeva remarks that in Obdorsk Khanty it also occurs in the form sijuw (Nikolaeva 1999: 6).

Apparently, SWKh is the closest to Obdorsk Khanty among all the known dialects. Features typical for the close northern dialects (such as the simplification of consonant clusters in Synya Khanty or the epenthetic word-initial w in Kazym Khanty) cannot be observed in the SWKh material. A strange exception can be wontut ‘pine forest’: 1600 V wɔnt, Trj. wōnt, DN, Š unt, Kaz. wɔnt, Sy. u(n)t ‘урман, Wald; forest’, which looks like the compound of the Kazym wɔnt (but with a back vowel) and the Synya ut forms. Although this explanation is quite questionable, it is difficult to find a more convincing one.

4. Conclusion

Based on these observations, the possibility that SWKh is a new branch of the Khanty dialects must be rejected. It is clearly a northern dialect, which is quite close, despite all the differences, to Obdorsk Khanty. The possibility that SWKh is a mix of distinct dialects must also be ruled out. There are no significant traces of any dialect distant from Obdorsk Khanty. Although it cannot be excluded that SWKh developed from a mixture of Obdorsk Khanty and neighbouring dialects, this scenario cannot be distinguished from the possibility that it developed from a dialect transitional between Obdorsk Khanty and the neighbouring documented dialects.

A subsequent paper will offer a more detailed phonological analysis of lexical data. Additionally, data on SWKh morphology (Vaysman 2008) will also be taken into account.
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Ber. – Beryozov(o) dialect, DN – (Upper) Demyanka dialect, based on the data from informant Narygin, FUT – Finno-Ugric Transcription, IPA – International Phonetic Alphabet, Irt. – Irtysj dialects, J – Yurgan dialect, based on Paasonen’s data, Kaz. – Kazym dialect, based on (Karjalainen 1948), KoP. – Dialekt of Kamenskie on the Konda, based on Paasonen’s data, Likr. – Likrovskoe dialect, based on (Karjalainen 1948), Mj. – Maly Yurgan dialect, based on (Karjalainen 1948), Ni. – Nizyamy dialect, based on (Karjalainen 1948), O – Obdorsk dialect, based on (Karjalainen 1948), Pim – Pim dialect, based on (Karjalainen 1948), Sal. – Salym dialect, SalT – Salym dialect, based on data given by Tereshkin, Sy. – Synya dialect, based on Steinitz (1935 – by all probability, fieldwork notes), SWKh – Southwestern Khanty, Š – Sherkaly dialect, based on Steinitz (1935), Šur – Shuryshkary dialect, Trj. – Tremyugan dialect, based on (Karjalainen 1948), V – Vakh dialect, based on (Karjalainen 1948), Vj. – Vasyugan dialect, based on (Karjalainen 1948), VT – Vakh dialect, based on data given by Tereshkin
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